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Abstract An often-cited reason for studying the
process of invasion by alien species is that
the understanding sought can be used to mitigate the
impacts of the invaders. Here, we present an analysis
of the correlates of local impacts of established alien
bird and mammal species in Europe, using a recently
described metric to quantify impact. Large-bodied,
habitat generalist bird and mammal species that are
widespread in their native range, have the greatest
impacts in their alien European ranges, supporting our
hypothesis that surrogates for the breadth and the

amount of resources a species uses are good indicators
of its impact. However, not all surrogates are equally
suitable. Impacts are generally greater for mammal
species giving birth to larger litters, but in contrast are
greater for bird species laying smaller clutches. There
is no effect of diet breadth on impacts in birds or
mammals. On average, mammals have higher impacts
than birds. However, the relationships between impact
and several traits show common slopes for birds and
mammals, and relationships between impact and body
mass and latitude do not differ between birds and
mammals. These results may help to anticipate which
species would have large impacts if introduced, and so
direct efforts to prevent such introductions.
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Introduction
Considerable advances in understanding the invasion
process have accrued from comparative analyses of
historical data, particularly on alien birds (reviewed by
Duncan et al. 2003; Sol et al. 2005a; Blackburn et al.
2009a) and alien mammals (Kraus 2003; Forsyth et al.
2004; Jeschke and Strayer 2005, 2006; Jeschke 2008;
Sol et al. 2008; Bomford et al. 2009). These studies
identify factors that determine which native bird and
mammal species get introduced to novel environments,
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to have higher impacts on biodiversity. Overall
impacts (summed across categories) were positively
associated with habitat breadth and number of broods
per year. Nentwig et al. (2010) compared the impacts
of 27 alien mammal species established in Europe to
measures of life history, including body size, fecundity, diet, and habitat generalism. They found that
economic and environmental impacts were related
only to habitat generalism and impact elsewhere.
Thus, there is a suggestion of a consistent effect of
habitat generalism on the magnitude of impacts of
alien birds and mammals, albeit not of body size or
fecundity.
The extent to which conclusions about general
correlates of the impacts of alien birds and mammals
can be drawn is therefore limited by the paucity of
studies assessing these effects. Moreover, the two
studies to date have used very different metrics of
impact and criteria for including species in the analysis.
First, Nentwig et al. (2010) considered only impacts
recorded from the alien range in Europe, whereas
Shirley and Kark (2009) analysed impacts taken from
anywhere the species occurs—native or alien ranges—
and thus do not assess the actual impacts of the species
in Europe. Second, Nentwig et al. (2010) assessed a
much wider range of possible impacts of alien species
than Shirley and Kark (2009). Thus, the metric for the
severity of biodiversity impact used by Shirley and
Kark (2009) integrates the effects of aggression,
competition, predation and hybridization across three
ordinal categories, while entry into the highest category
is based only on the latter two processes. The metric of
economic impact in Shirley and Kark (2009) is entirely
based on damage to crops. In contrast, Nentwig et al.
(2010) produced metrics based on ﬁve different categories of environmental impact, and a further ﬁve
categories of economic impacts. Because of all these
differences in the two studies, it is currently impossible
to say how similar or dissimilar the life-history
attributes correlated to impact are in alien mammals
and birds. What is missing is a standardized assessment
of impacts and traits in both taxa which will allow a
direct comparative analysis.
In this paper, we close this gap by assessing
determinants of the impact of alien bird and mammal
species in Europe through a comparative analysis of
the biological traits that relate to the magnitude of their
environmental and economic impacts. Our analyses
follow from the comparative approaches adopted by

and which of the introduced species subsequently
establish self-sustaining alien populations. Far less
attention, however, has been given to factors that
inﬂuence the later stages of the invasion process, and
speciﬁcally to the question of what determines the
impact of invaders (Leung et al. 2012). This represents
a signiﬁcant gap in the literature, especially given that a
primary motivation for studying the invasion process is
to understand, and ultimately mitigate, these impacts
(Leung et al. 2012).
Alien birds and mammals can have severe impacts
on the economies and environment in areas to which
they are introduced. For example, alien mammals are
implicated in the extinctions of most bird species that
have disappeared in the last 400 years (mostly on
islands; Blackburn and Gaston 2005), and there is also
evidence for negative impacts of alien bird species on
extant bird species through competition, predation
and genetic introgression (Holyoak and Thibault 1984;
Thibault 1988; Rhymer and Simberloff 1996;
Blanvillain et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2005; Hughes
et al. 2008). Pimentel et al. (2000, 2001) estimated the
economic losses to exotic species in six countries: the
US, UK, Australia, South Africa, India, and Brazil.
They attributed US$2.4 billion per year in damages to
the impacts of alien birds, and US$80 billion per year
in damages to the impacts of alien mammals, through
such effects as damage to buildings, damage to crops,
and the spread of diseases to livestock and humans.
While the exact numbers for losses can be debated
(e.g. Davis 2009), it is nevertheless true that alien
species impose huge costs on societies worldwide.
There is thus a strong imperative to predict which alien
species will have impacts in their new ranges.
As far as we are aware, there are only two published
comparative analyses of the correlates of impact in
alien birds or mammals. Shirley and Kark (2009)
compiled data on impacts to human health, agriculture
and biodiversity in the native and alien ranges, of all
bird species known to have been introduced to Europe
according to the DAISIE (Delivering Alien Invasive
Species Inventories for Europe) database (www.
europe-aliens.org). They then assessed how species
with impacts were distributed with respect to taxonomy and native biogeographic region, and correlated
impact severity with a range of biological characteristics. They found that species with broad habitat tolerances tended to have higher economic impacts,
while ﬂock-forming and small-bodied species tended
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European part of Russia. No species introduced less than
25 years ago (as of 2010, when the data were collated)
was considered because the generation times of mammals and birds can be long, and so the status of species
introduced after 1984 is difﬁcult to establish with certainty. Species for which there is not yet evidence of
establishment were excluded as estimates of their
impact may be affected if their populations are actually
transient. Species native to Europe were excluded to
ensure that there is no uncertainty over the provenance
(native or alien) of populations.
Here, we adopt the impact scoring system produced
by Nentwig et al. (2010) and Kumschick and Nentwig
(2010) for alien bird and mammal species. Parker et al.
(1999) suggested that an integrative measure of the
impact of alien species, I, should be a product of three
factors: the alien range size, R, the mean abundance of
the species across that range, A, and the per-individual
effect on components of the native ecosystem, E, such
that I = RAE. Kumschick and Nentwig’s system
integrates all negative environmental and economic
effects known in the literature for the species in their
alien range (in this case Europe) and it has been proven
to be useful for scoring impacts in the native ranges of
the respective species as well (Kumschick et al. 2011).
These impact scores represent a measure of ‘‘local
impact’’ a species has at a site, which can be combined
with alien range size R to produce a measure of ‘‘actual
impact’’ (sensu Nentwig et al. 2010; Kumschick and
Nentwig 2010). Thus, actual impact equates to Parker
et al.’s metric of total impact I, while local impact is an
estimate of AE. Local impact is a sensible measure for
interspeciﬁc comparison, as in practice R is likely to be
a function of a species’ residence time in a region
(Wilson et al. 2007), while it will be hard to estimate
the impact of individual invaders, and hence E, at least
for animals. Moreover, per-capita impact E is likely
strongly related to body size (Peters 1986) and
therefore is on its own not a good indicator for interspeciﬁc comparison. The same is true for abundance,
which also scales with body size, but negatively
(White et al. 2007). All our analyses are based on local
impact, and hence are independent of the current
distribution of a species.
Kumschick and Nentwig (2010) classiﬁed environmental and economic impacts into six sub-categories
each. Environmental impacts were classiﬁed as being
effected through competition, predation, hybridization, transmission of diseases, herbivory, or impact on

Shirley and Kark (2009) and Nentwig et al. (2010), but
build on them by analysing directly comparable data
on the impacts of alien bird and mammal species, by
restricting attention only to species with established
alien populations in Europe, and by considering only
impacts known from these alien distributions. Our
deﬁnition of impact is given in Nentwig et al. (2010)
and follows the framework established by Parker et al.
(1999). Parker and colleagues deﬁned overall impact,
I, as the product of the range size R of a species, its
average abundance per unit area A across that range,
and E, the effect per individual or per biomass unit of
the invader: Itotal = RAE. For our analysis here, we
only use the two latter components (Ilocal = AE),
because the range size depends on the time since
invasion and is thus not a species characteristic. Thus,
our measure reﬂects the local impact of a species at its
average population density. We compare the magnitude of documented local economic and environmental impacts (and their combination) against a set of
species-level variables that should relate to the breadth
of resources that a species can use (diet breadth,
habitat breadth, native geographic range), and hence
also how common it may become at any given site in
the alien range, the amount of resources that a species
is likely to use (body mass, clutch or litter size), and
the likely similarity between native and alien ranges
(the mean latitude of the native geographic range). We
predict that large-bodied, wide-ranging, generalist
species that are pre-adapted to high latitude regions,
and that produce numerous offspring, should have
larger impacts on the environment and economy of
Europe.

Methods
Data on the economic and environmental impacts of 26
alien bird species and 24 alien mammal species in
Europe were taken from Kumschick and Nentwig
(2010). These species are the subset of birds and
mammals on the DAISIE database (www.europe-aliens.
org) that were introduced by human agency after 1492
but at least before 1985 (as in Kumschick and Nentwig,
2010; after Gebhardt et al. 1996), and currently have
self-sustaining alien populations, but no native populations, within Europe. Europe here is deﬁned as in Fauna
Europaea (2004) as the European continent and its
islands, including in the east Ukraine, Belarus, and the
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Purvis et al. 2000; Fritz et al. 2009). Subjectivity in
classiﬁcation can be minimized by good descriptions
of scenarios and a small number of categories, and
Nentwig et al. (2010) found that results based on this
scoring system were robust to uncertainties in classiﬁcation. However, since scoring of impact is only a
semi-quantitative method and impact scores therefore
not linked to exact ‘‘values’’ of damage, it is to a
certain degree subjective and the assessment dependent on the assessor (Strubbe et al. 2011). Independent
reclassiﬁcation of the impacts of the ﬁve highestimpact bird species resulted in practically the same
rank order of species, albeit with lower impact scores
(Strubbe et al. 2011; Kumschick and Nentwig 2011).
Still, high-impact species received higher scores than
low-impact species. Hence, we believe that our
scoring system is a reasonable measure of the relative
impacts of alien species and can be used in comparative analyses.
While it might appear preferable in the study of
impacts to use quantitative indicators that can be
objectively measured rather than ordinal scores,
indicators also have signiﬁcant shortcomings. First,
it is not always clear how well a single indicator
actually captures the relevant impact. For example, the
impact of an introduced mammal species on native
communities of ground-breeding birds through predation may be assessed by analyzing predator faeces
composition with molecular methods to quantify diet,
by quantifying differences in breeding success in areas
with and without predators, or by assessing changes in
bird population trends after the predator was introduced. Which of these indicators captures best
‘‘impact through predation’’ is impossible to say,
unless the full scale of possible impacts through
predation is deﬁned and the observed impacts are then
assigned to a pre-deﬁned scenario, as in our scoring
system.
Second, measurable indicators are difﬁcult to
compare. Different indicators are used in studies on
different species, and it is harder still to compare
indicators of different categories of impact (e.g. of
predation vs. hybridization). Scoring systems allow
comparisons among different indicators by assigning
indicators to an impact scenario which in turn is given
a score value. One can also compare impacts in
different categories, because they are scored in the
same way, from the least to the greatest impact. Thus,
if an alien species scores an impact through predation

ecosystems. The last subcategory includes only
impacts that are not already taken care of in the
previous ﬁve categories (see Kumschick and Nentwig
2010). Economic impacts were classiﬁed as on
agriculture, livestock, forestry, human health, infrastructure and human social life (e.g. noise disturbance,
pollution of recreational areas). For each of the twelve
different sub-categories, the minimum and maximum
impacts were deﬁned in the form of ‘‘scenarios’’.
Scenarios are verbal descriptions of impacts and
include variables that can be measured or quantiﬁed
and that are indicative of the level of impact intended
by the scenario. Scenarios are needed because different studies use different variables or indicators to
measure impact, and thus cannot be directly compared. Then, a number of intermediate impact levels
were deﬁned (in our study 4), each also in form of a
scenario. Thus, for each sub-category, impact values
were scored in the range from zero to ﬁve, with zero
denoting no impact known or detectable and ﬁve the
highest impact possible at a site (Kumschick and
Nentwig 2010). The resulting impact scores are
ordinal, so that higher scores always indicate higher
impact.
The impacts that have been measured in different
studies describing alien bird or mammal impacts were
then assigned to categories (and their associated
scores) on the basis of their ﬁt to the various scenarios.
Where a range of impacts is known for a given subcategory for a given species, we assigned the species
the highest recorded score, assuming that this denoted
the potential impact that the species could achieve in
this sub-category. The environmental or economic
impact of a species is simply the sum of the scores in
each sub-category, which can therefore take a value
between zero and 30. The combined environmental
and economic impact of a species is the sum of its
environmental and economic impact scores, which can
thus vary between zero and 60. More details on the
scoring system are given in Nentwig et al. (2010) and
Kumschick and Nentwig (2010). Adopting these
measures ensures that we cover the widest possible
range of impacts of alien species in their invaded
European ranges.
Scoring systems are a ﬁrmly established and widely
used tool in risk assessments for comparative purposes
and prioritization (Leung et al. 2012), and their
predictive value has been shown many times (e.g.
Pheloung et al. 1999; Krı́vánek and Pyšek 2006;
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in the second level (= score 2) and an impact through
hybridization in the fourth (= score 4), one can
reasonably conclude that this species has a higher
impact through hybridization than through predation.
We collated data on the following biological and
biologically relevant geographical traits from the
native ranges for all 50 species: body mass (g), clutch
size (number of eggs per brood) or litter size (number
of young per birth), breeding geographic range size
(km2), absolute mean latitude of the breeding geographic range (degrees from the equator), diet breadth,
and habitat breadth. Diet breadth was estimated as the
number of the following eight major food types
included in the diet of a species: grasses/forbs, seeds/
grains; fruits/berries; pollen/nectar/ﬂowers; tree
leaves/branches/bark; roots/tubers; invertebrate prey;
vertebrate prey/carrion. Habitat breadth was estimated
as the number of the following European Nature
Information System habitat categories (http://eunis.
eea.europa.eu) included in a species native range:
Marine habitats, including littoral rock and sediment;
coastal habitats; inland surface waters; mires, bogs and
fens; grasslands and lands dominated by forbs, mosses
or lichens; heathland, scrub and tundra; woodland,
forest and other wooded land; inland unvegetated or
sparsely vegetated habitats; regularly or recently cultivated agricultural, horticultural and domestic habitats;
constructed, industrial and other artiﬁcial habitats. Data
on diet and habitat breadth were coded on the basis of
data in del Hoyo et al. (1992, 1994, 1997, 2009),
Clement et al. (1993), Long (2003), the PanTHERIA
database (Jones et al. 2009), www.ecologyasia.com and
animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu.
Data on the remaining variables came from the
PanTHERIA database (Jones et al. 2009) for mammals. For birds, body mass data were taken from the
compilation by Olson et al. (2009), and size and
absolute mean latitude of the native breeding geographic range from the data used by Orme et al. (2005),
where further details are given in each case. Clutch
sizes came from Bennett (1986), with clutch sizes for
species missing from this compilation estimated as the
midpoint of the clutch size range given by del Hoyo
et al. (1992). Body mass and geographic range size
were both log10-transformed for analysis.
All statistical analyses were carried out in R v.
2.14.1 (R Development Core Team 2006). We assessed
the relationship between each of the speciﬁc traits and

the environmental and economic impacts (separate and
combined) of alien bird species in Europe using
generalized linear mixed effects models using the lmer
option in the lme4 package (version 0.999375, Bates
and Maechler 2008). Impact was analysed as a
binomial variable, out of 60 for combined and out of
30 for separate environmental and economic impacts,
using a binomial error structure with an observationlevel random effect to account for overdispersion in the
data. We also included random effects for taxonomic
order, nested within class, to account for autocorrelation amongst species due to taxonomy. All other
response variables were included as ﬁxed effects. For
each continuous predictor variable, we identiﬁed the
model with the lowest AIC out of four alternatives: the
continuous predictor alone, taxonomic class alone (as a
ﬁxed effect), the continuous predictor ? class, and the
continuous predictor ? class ? their interaction. We
included taxonomic class in the models to assess
whether the effects of the continuous predictor variables on impact differed in birds and mammals, as
might be expected. We do not present multivariate
analyses as the low ratio of species to model degrees of
freedom, as a result of the number of predictor
variables, their interactions with taxonomic class, and
the random effects of order and class, leads to problems
of overﬁtting.

Results
The combined environmental and economic impact
scores for alien bird and mammal species span similar
ranges, but most birds have low impact scores relative
to those for mammals (see Figs. 1, 2, 3). Combined
environmental and economic impact values vary
between 0 and 36 (out of a possible total of 60) for
birds, with a median of 4, and between 1 and 37 for
mammals, with a median of 16.5. Only one bird
species has a combined environmental and economic
impact score greater than the median value for
mammals (the Canada goose, Branta canadensis 36).
Median environmental impacts are 3.5 and 8.5 for
birds and mammals respectively, and median economic impacts are 0 and 7.5. While the highest
economic impact score relates to a bird (21 for
B. canadensis), most bird species have low environmental and economic impacts.
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Fig. 1 The relationship
between combined
environmental and
economic impacts and each
of the six different predictor
variables for birds (ﬁlled
circles, dashed line) and
mammals (open triangles,
solid line). Impact scores are
presented as proportions of
the maximum possible score
(= 60). The ﬁtted curves in
each case are calculated
from the parameters of the
mixed models with random
effects for class and order
given in Table 1
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The relationships between each predictor variable
and the combined environmental and economic
impacts of established aliens tend to differ for birds
and mammals (Fig. 1), such that the most likely model
in ﬁve of the six cases includes a term for taxonomic
class (Table 1). However, in only one of the six cases
does the slope term differ between birds and mammals: combined environmental and economic impacts
show common responses to changes in the predictor
variables, albeit impacts are typically greater in
mammals than birds for these variables within the
range of variation common to both taxa (Fig. 1;
positive estimate of class in Table 1). Combined
environmental and economic impact increases with
body mass, habitat breadth, geographic range size and
native range latitude in both birds and mammals. The
most likely relationship between body mass and

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Mean latitude

combined environmental and economic impact lacks
a term for class, suggesting a common relationship
across birds and mammals. Combined environmental
and economic impact increases with litter size in
mammals, but decreases with clutch size in birds.
Finally, the most likely model for diet breadth and
class does not include an effect of diet breadth, and
therefore just returns the tendency for impacts to be
greater in mammals than in birds.
The most likely models for the relationships
between environmental impact and each predictor
variable (Table 1, Fig. 2) once again show no effect of
diet breadth for birds or mammals, a common positive
relationship between body mass and impact for birds
and mammals, and opposite effects of clutch and litter
size on impact. The most likely model for latitude
lacks a term for class, suggesting a common
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Fig. 2 The relationship
between environmental
impacts and each of the six
different predictor variables
for birds (ﬁlled circles,
dashed line) and mammals
(open triangles, solid line).
Impact scores are presented
as proportions of the
maximum possible score
(= 30). The ﬁtted curves in
each case are calculated
from the parameters of the
mixed models with random
effects for class and order
given in Table 1
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relationship between native latitude of origin and
environmental impacts across birds and mammals.
Conversely, the most likely model for habitat breadth
suggests that it increases environmental impacts in
mammals, but decreases it slightly in birds. Finally,
geographic range size shows a common slope term for
birds and mammals, but higher impacts for mammals
for a given range size (Table 1, Fig. 2).
The economic impacts of birds are low relative to
their environmental impacts (Wilcoxon rank sum test,
W = 198, P \ 0.01), and hence to their combined
environmental and economic impacts. In contrast,
there is no difference in the level of economic and
environmental impacts for mammals (W = 293.5,
P = 0.92). The most likely models for all six variables
include terms for taxonomic class, which in all cases is

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Mean latitude

the result of higher average impact scores for mammals than birds for any given trait value. The models
for geographic range size, habitat breadth and clutch
size also include interaction terms with class. For the
ﬁrst two of these variables, impact increases more
slowly with respect to the predictor variable in
mammals than in birds (negative estimate of the
interaction term), while there are again opposite
effects of clutch and litter size on economic impact
(Fig. 3).
The variance estimates for the random effects in the
impact models were consistently high for taxonomic
order, but low for taxonomic class. For example, the
standard deviations of the random effects for order
varied between 0.79 and 1.03 for the combined
environmental and economic impact models, whereas
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Fig. 3 The relationship
between economic impacts
and each of the six different
predictor variables for birds
(ﬁlled circles, dashed line)
and mammals (open
triangles, solid line). Impact
scores are presented as
proportions of the maximum
possible score (= 30). The
ﬁtted curves in each case are
calculated from the
parameters of the mixed
models with random effects
for class and order given in
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Discussion

those for class were always less than 0.001 for the
same models. Impacts tended to be high for species in
the Rodentia, Carnivora and Psittaciformes, and low
for Galliformes (e.g. Fig. 4).
Simple Pearson correlations between the six predictor variables were generally weak (Table 2). The only
signiﬁcant relationships were for mammals, between
habitat breadth and log body mass, litter size and log
body mass, and litter size and absolute mean latitude.
Only one correlation coefﬁcient exceeded 0.5 in absolute magnitude, and none of the relationships for birds
exceeded 0.4. Economic and environmental impacts
were positively correlated across species (Spearman
rank correlation, rho = 0.68, P \ 0.001), and also in a
mixed effects model that included class and order as
random effects (estimate ± s.e. = 0.581 ± 0.106,
t = 5.47).

This study considerably expands on previous ﬁndings
on the relationship of impacts and species traits in
birds (Shirley and Kark 2009) and mammals (Nentwig
et al. 2010). We conﬁrmed earlier results of habitat
generalism as a predictor of impact in mammals and
birds, species with broader habitat tolerances have
higher levels of economic and combined environmental and economic impacts in Europe, and higher
environmental impacts in alien mammals. In addition,
our analyses showed that, as predicted, traits related to
the breadth of resources that a species can use and
traits related to the amount of resources that a species
is likely to use both were signiﬁcantly related to
impact, with the exception of diet breadth. Although
mammals tend to have broader diets and higher



Table 1 The relationship between environmental and economic (combined and separate) impact metrics and the variables in the ﬁrst
column, for 26 species of alien bird and 24 species of alien mammal in Europe

Intercept

Environmental and economic

Environmental

Estimate

s.e.

Estimate

-4.15

0.82

0.65

0.24

Log mass

Economic
s.e.

Estimate

-4.03

0.81

-5.76

1.30

0.67

0.24

0.58

0.36

2.24

1.21

Class

s.e.

Interaction
Intercept

-2.84

0.45

-2.49

0.44

-4.22

0.81

1.48

0.65

1.06

0.63

2.82

1.11

Diet breadth
Class
Interaction
-3.59

0.53

-2.28

0.74

-7.96

1.42

Habitat breadth

0.28

0.11

-0.06

0.21

1.17

0.30

Class
Interaction

1.36

0.61

-0.36
0.44

0.95
0.25

5.53
-0.86

1.71
0.33
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Intercept

-5.70

1.81

-4.95

1.99

-24.81

8.42

Log geog. range size

0.43

0.26

0.37

0.29

3.07

1.22

Class

1.59

0.61

1.14

0.60

20.92

8.70

-2.68

1.27

Intercept

Interaction
0.46

-2.19

Absolute latitude

0.004

0.01

0.01

Class

1.41

0.65

-1.39

0.63

Intercept

-2.89

0.392

-4.22

0.82

0.01

-0.001

0.01

2.83

1.11

0.66

-1.69

1.12

Interaction
Intercept

-1.09

Clutch size

-0.24

0.08

-0.22

0.08

-0.41

0.18

Class

-0.26

0.83

-0.71

0.88

0.22

1.34

0.32

0.13

0.33

0.14

0.45

0.22

Interaction

The models presented are those with the lowest AIC out of four alternatives in each case: the continuous predictor alone, class alone,
the continuous predictor ? class, and the continuous predictor ? class ? their interaction. The interaction term represents the
difference in slope for mammals in comparison to birds. All parameters presented in this table except those for diet breadth derive
from generalized linear mixed models with the explanatory variables as ﬁxed effects, taxonomic order nested within class as a
random effect, a species-level random effect, and binomial error structures. The parameters for diet breadth derive from general linear
models with binomial error structures, as there is no reason to include random effects for taxonomy when class is the only predictor
variable (the most likely model for diet breadth was nevertheless derived using the same mixed modelling approach as for all other
variables)

Table 2 The correlations between each of the six predictor variables for mammals (above the diagonal) and birds (below the
diagonal)
Log mass
Log mass
Clutch/litter size

0.012

Diet breadth

0.177

Clutch/litter size

Diet breadth

20.614

-0.318
0.284

0.139

Habitat breadth

Log geog. range size

Mean latitude

0.026

-0.260

-0.058

0.379

0.194

0.473

0.219

0.169

0.011

Habitat breadth

-0.133

0.058

0.046

Log geog. range size

-0.079

-0.192

0.076

0.250

0.376

0.208

-0.222

-0.082

Mean latitude

0.448
-0.217

Sample sizes are 24 for mammals and 26 for birds. Signiﬁcant correlations (a \ 0.05) are in bold



0.206
-0.172
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Fig. 4 A caterpillar plot of
the conditional means and
their associated 95 %
prediction intervals for the
order-level random effects
for the model of combined
environmental and
economic impacts as a
function of log body mass
(see Table 1 for the ﬁxed
effect parameters), produced
using the dotplot function in
R. The prediction intervals
for Rodentia, Carnivora and
Galliformes all fail to
overlap zero, indicating
signiﬁcant positive or
negative effects, and also
justifying the inclusion of
random effects in this model

impacts than birds, there is no tendency for the species
with broader diets to have greater impacts in either
birds or mammals, or across the two classes. This is
true for environmental and economic impacts, separately and combined.
Most of the traits analysed show qualitatively
similar relationships to impact across both birds and
mammals. The clear exception is clutch/litter size.
Impacts increase with litter size in mammals, as
predicted, but decrease with clutch size in birds,
contrary to our a priori expectation. Interestingly, the
opposing patterns shown by clutch and litter size occur
despite the fact that large-bodied species in both
groups have higher impacts (Table 1), and despite a
strong negative correlation between body mass and
litter size in mammals (Table 2). Thus, impacts are
greater for birds with large body mass and small
clutches, as might be expected given a general
negative correlation between body mass and clutch
size (Blackburn 1991; albeit not signiﬁcantly so in our
data), but for mammals impacts increase with both
large body mass and large litters, even though large

mammals tend to bear small litters. The results for
birds suggest that impacts are greater for species with
‘‘slower’’ life histories, as species with small clutches
and large body masses also have higher adult survival
rates and ages at ﬁrst breeding (Bennett and Owens
2002). Our results run counter to the analyses of
Shirley and Kark (2009), who found that overall
impact was positively associated with number of
broods per year (which is negatively correlated with
adult survival rate: Bennett and Owens 2002). The
results for mammals suggest that impacts are high for
both ‘‘fast’’ species bearing large litters and ‘‘slow’’
species with large body mass. This is in contradiction
to Nentwig et al. (2010) who found no correlation of
any parameter associated with ‘‘slow’’ or ‘‘fast’’ life
histories (body mass, age at maturity, longevity, litter
size) and impact in mammals. This may be due to the
use of simpler models in the latter study. A multivariate mixed model with log mass, clutch/litter size and
class identiﬁes a most likely model with mass, clutch/
litter, class, and the interaction between class and
clutch/litter size as predictors (results not shown).
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1999; Forsyth et al. 2004; but see Duncan et al. 2001).
We can now add to this catalogue the traits relevant for
the magnitude of alien bird and mammal impacts.
Thus, it is large-bodied, widespread in their native
range, habitat generalist bird and mammal species that
have the greatest impacts on the environment and
economy in their alien European ranges.
Our results have important implications for the
management of current and future invasions. They
show that the impacts of mammal and bird species
relate to a wide range of biological traits. If these
relationships were shown to hold for alien mammals
and birds in regions other than Europe, then presumably they would be of use in anticipating which
introductions would also have large impacts, and so in
preventing such introductions. They would also be of
use in assessing which currently established species
may have the largest actual impacts in the future. It
would be a great step forward in the management of
invasive pests if biological traits could help us to
identify species with large impacts on the environment
and economy before they have spread enough for their
impacts to be felt, when control will be substantially
easier (Pluess et al. 2012).

Thus, there may be independent and opposing effects
of body size and litter size on the impacts of alien
mammal species in Europe.
Mammals tend to have higher impact scores on
average than birds at a given value for every trait
analysed (Figs. 1, 2, 3), which is also reﬂected in the
preponderance of positive terms for class in the most
likely models (Table 1): 15 of these 18 models include
class terms, of which 12 are positive. Nevertheless,
two-thirds of the most likely models show no interaction term between class and the trait concerned,
indicating a common slope of the relationship between
the trait and impact. In three cases, the similarity
between birds and mammals in relationships between
traits and impact is such that the most likely model of
impact includes common estimates of slope and
intercept for the two taxa: the relationships between
environmental and combined environmental and economic impact and body mass, and between environmental impact and latitude, are shared across birds and
mammals. This is surprising given that the different
demands of avian versus mammalian lifestyles lead to
very different body mass distributions for the two taxa,
and very different suites of life histories in general.
Models with an interaction term between class and the
trait concerned are most frequent for economic
impacts (Table 1), which is perhaps to be expected
given that the economic impacts of birds are notably
low relative to mammals – indeed, the median
economic score for the former group is zero.
The early stages of the invasion process have been
well studied in birds, and relatively well so in
mammals. Current evidence from these taxa suggests
that introduction is more likely for widespread,
abundant species, which are more readily available
for capture and transport, and which as a result are also
released in larger numbers (Blackburn and Duncan
2001; Cassey et al. 2004a; Jeschke and Strayer 2006;
Blackburn et al. 2009a). Establishment is more likely
for, amongst other things, populations of generalist
and behaviourally ﬂexible species released in larger
numbers (Cassey et al. 2004b; Forsyth et al. 2004;
Sol et al. 2005b, 2008; Jeschke and Strayer 2006;
Blackburn et al. 2009a, b). What determines the extent
of spread following establishment is poorly understood, although data for alien birds in New Zealand
and alien mammals in Australia show that species with
higher population growth rates and released in larger
numbers end up with wider distributions (Duncan et al.
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